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Introduction to Law for Paralegals
Personal Injury and the Law of Torts for Paralegals, Fifth Edition, balances complete coverage of substantive torts topics
with essential paralegal skills. Emily Lynch Morissette provides consistently clear writing and realistic examples that convey
a working understanding of the role of the paralegal in tort cases. Teaching basic torts and skill development, the text
features a logical organization, introducing substantive topics with an overview of the concepts then moving through each
element of negligence, followed by medical malpractice as a type of negligence, intentional torts, and workers’
compensation. New to the Fifth Edition: New examples throughout the text Additional exercises in every chapter New
section in introductory chapter on how torts relates to other areas of the law Expanded coverage of emerging topics, such
as Role of insurance companies in medical damages Caps on punitive damages Kim v. Toyota Motor Corp. (2018) and its
effect on the risk-benefit test Professors and students will benefit from: A wealth of clear and accessible examples Factbased exercises that use real-life scenarios Integrated treatment of ethics Practice-based topics on medical record
discovery, tort discovery, and litigation A consistent emphasis on medical information related to personal injury, such as
how to obtain and understand medical records, including an introduction to medicine in the appendix. Helpful pedagogy,
including chapter objectives, marginal definitions, visual aids, case summaries, chapter summaries, and review questions

Basic Legal Writing for Paralegals
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Focused squarely on the California Family Code, California Family Law for Paralegals integrates statutory law and judicial
interpretation into a cohesive general discussion of all aspects of the state's family law. Its practical, straightforward
approach is designed to teach the basics to paralegal students, and powerful pedagogy makes it stand apart from most
books on California Law. Chapter Overviews and Summaries, exercises, Key Terms, and a glossary combine with examples
of all the key Judicial Council forms used in the practice of family law in California. Comprehensive coverage explores all the
key topics and developments in this constantly evolving area of the law. Thoroughly updated, the revised Sixth Edition
reflects important changes in the law, with new cases and statutes, including status of California State Supreme Court
ruling on same-sex marriage. As a result, all forms have been completely updated. A new discussion advises how
technology can make family law practice more effective. Hallmark features of California Family Law for Paralegals: Focused
on the California Family Code integrates statutory law and judicial interpretation cohesive discussion of all aspects of family
law Practical, straightforward approach designed to teach the basics Includes examples of all key Judicial Council forms
used in California family law Powerful pedagogy surpasses most books on California law Chapter Overviews Chapter
Summaries exercises Key Terms glossary Comprehensive coverage of all key topics and developments Thoroughly updated,
the revised Sixth Edition: Reflects changes in the law new cases and statutes status of California State Supreme Court ruling
on same-sex marriage Forms completely updated. New discussion of technology to make family law practice more effective

California Family Law for Paralegals
Model Rules of Professional Conduct
Complete introduction to real estate and property law, designed with the paralegal student in mind. This straightforward,
student-friendly text lays out the basic foundations of the law, accompanied by real world examples. The author provides a
solid foundation the basics of real estate law, including the practicalities of daily legal work. In a balanced approach, Bevans
covers all the key topics paralegals need to know in an easy-to-read and engaging style that utilizes numerous examples
and illustrations but never overwhelms the student. Well-structured pedagogy reinforces this readable text. Each chapter
features a variety of effective learning aids, including forms, edited cases, and a wealth of exercises for mastering the
material and building practical paralegal skills. The revised Fifth Edition is thoroughly updated with changes in the law. Key
Features: Updated procedures and documentation for real estate closings Current forms throughout the text Recent cases
that signal changes in the law Fresh coverage of technology as used in the office, such as cloud computing, Adobe Acrobat
and PDFs, Speech Recognition Software, and Electronic Billing

Torts and Personal Injury Law
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This versatile casebook, written by authors who are at the forefront of torts scholarship, presents contemporary tort law in a
clear and systematic framework. Now in its second edition, Tort Law: Responsibilities and Redress , has been refined based
on classroom feedback to make it even more user-friendly and informative to students and professors alike. Among the
distinctive characteristics of this unique casebook: Tort law is presented as a coherent whole. Students leave the course
with a clear sense of what tort law is and what it does, and how it differs from other bodies of law, such as contracts or
criminal law. Painstaking case selection ensures that students will be exposed to memorable opinions that effectively
convey the substance of tort doctrine while also enabling the professor to explore from any given intellectual or political
perspective underlying issues of policy, process, and theory. Current and classic cases expose students to a diverse array of
case law, including decisions from jurisdictions around the country and from trial courts as well as state and federal
appellate courts. Modular design of chapters permits the professor to proceed from any of several different starting points,
including intentional torts, negligence, or a big-picture overview of the field. Ample explanatory text is provided, particularly
in chapters that are likely to be covered early in the course. Additional materials —three appendices and two “modules”—
are provided to permit professors who teach 5- or 6-hour courses to cover issues of history, policy, and theory. Substantial
expository text offers unparalleled guidance in clarifying key torts concepts such as duty, breach, proximate cause, and
intent. the Teacher’s Manual sets the standard for giving professors everything they need to succeed in the classroom. the
meticulous revision of this casebook includes: Revised Chapter 2, The Duty Element, makes the material more accessible to
students and enables teachers to proceed more quickly through the duty component of negligence, should they wish to
spend more time on other negligence topics or other torts. New cases are more straightforward and more modern than
those they have replaced.. Revised Chapter 5, Proximate Cause and Palsgraf, presents with even greater clarity than the
first edition, The topics within negligence law that are most prone to generate student confusion. Revised Chapter 9,
Battery, Assault, and False Imprisonment, contains a new initial sequence of cases and notes carefully designed to support
courses that begin with intentional torts. New website that includes ”retired” cases from the First Edition, practice
questions, and other materials of interest. Tort Law: Responsibilities and Redress, Second Edition, offers a contemporary
approach to teaching torts without sacrificing attention To The conceptual underpinnings necessary to an in-depth
understanding of tort law’s operation in the modern legal system. An author website to support classroom instruction using
this title is available at http://www.aspenlawschool.com/goldberg2

Legal Research Explained
Commentaries on the Laws of England
Comprehensive, intelligent overview of all the key concepts covered in a typical introduction to law course. Divided into
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three parts, reflecting the topics addressed in an introductory course: Part I, Paralegals and the American Legal System;
Part II, Finding and Analyzing the Law and Part III, Legal Ethics and Substantive Law. A critical thinking approach is used to
introduce students to the study of law, encouraging students to interact with the materials through hypotheticals,
examples, and well-designed questions. Key Features of the New Edition: Comprehensive coverage of key legal concepts
Hypotheticals, questions, and exercises that engage students in critical thinking A logical three-part organization Studentfriendly skill development for basic statutory and case analysis Ethics Alerts, marginal definitions, Internet references, and
legal reasoning exercises Appendices on writing style , legal research, citation, the U.S. Constitution, and additional Net
Notes New edition includes many new Discussion Questions and Legal Reasoning Exercises Chapter Objectives and short
hypotheticals to start each chapter added to this edition New coverage includes: the Boston Marathon bombing case, the
Affordable Care Act, and trademark issues involving the Washington Redskins , e-filing and e-discovery, discussion of samesex marriage and custody disputes over pre-embryos, and crimes of unauthorized access of computer data and warrantless
searches of cell phones

Basic Contract Law for Paralegals
Immigration Law for Paralegals is an indispensable and practical guide on U.S. immigration, citizenship and visa procedures
for instructing and training students or anyone interested in a career as an immigration paralegal or legal assistant. This
fourth edition updates and expands the third, including coverage of Provisional Unlawful Presence Waiver and DACA
(Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals). Contents of Immigration Law for Paralegals include: interviewing, gathering
information, case management and document preparation techniques; analysis of temporary and permanent employment
visas; analysis of family-based petitions, political asylum and naturalization; as well as samples of completed applications, a
glossary of terms and useful appendices. Each visa category is set forth in a clear and concise manner, with real-life and
hypothetical situations at the end of each chapter, allowing students to visualize actual problems and issues that arise
when processing a case. Further, in responding to the hypothetical situations, students will look to the United States
immigration statutes, rules and regulations and precedent and administrative policies to resolve issues. Additionally, each
section contains a completed sample application, definition of legal terms, and exercises modeled after tasks paralegals
may encounter on the job, including the preparation of relative petitions (Form I-130) and the adjustment of a status
package (Forms I-485, G-325A, I-131, I-765, I-864A, and G-28). In keeping with the concise format of each chapter, excerpts
from Federal, AAO, and BIA decisions will be cited or footnoted where relevant. The Glossary and Appendices include
Immigration Law resources; USCIS Local, Regional and Service Center addresses; questions and answers for the
naturalization exam; blank USCIS forms; Credential Evaluation sample request forms and a list of agencies; sample USCIS
color photograph specifications, sample medical form (I-688); and IRS Individual Tax ID Number Request (SS-4). The fourth
edition includes a CD with fillable PDF forms.
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Real Estate and Property Law for Paralegals
Students whose instructors useTort Law for Paralegals, Third Edition, will come away from their Torts course with a true
understanding of Tortsandwhat it is like to practice in the real world. The easy-to-read and engaging style of experienced
author Neal Bevans utilizes numerous examples and illustrations to provide an in-depth discussion of tort law, combined
with a solid foundation in the practicalities of daily legal work.Key features that make this text a resounding success
include:broad coverage of all the key topics in tort lawthat paralegals need to know coverage ofpractical skillsthat include
working in a law firm, assessing cases for settlement value, investigating claims, billing hours, and evaluating insurance
policiesemphasis on ethical issueswith a separate section on ethics at the end of each chapterone hypothetical casethat
runs through all the chapters, providing continuity to the material and a vehicle for illustrating various points in a coherent
frameworkforms and court documents relevant to the hypothetical caseincluded in the appendixa robust Instructor’s
Manualthat includes a test bank, lesson plans, suggested syllabi, web resources, and additional assignments a CD with
ancillaries, including PowerPoint slidesThe well-developed, highly teachable pedagogy of this concise text includes:chapter
objectivesto open each chapter“Issue at a Glance”boxes in each chapter that summarize important legal conceptsmarginal
definitionsnumerousfigures, tables, and diagramscase excerptsthat discuss legal theory and practical applications“Skills
You Need in the Real World”sections in each chapter that highlight particular paralegal skills, ranging from locating expert
witnesses to creating a trial notebook to billing time in a file“Life of a Paralegal”sections that profile paralegals working in
the field references towebsitesthat assist students in gathering more informationadditional forms and court documentsat
the end of each chapterKey Terms, Review Questions, andApplying What You Have LearnedexercisesRefinements to the
Third Edition include:web resourcesandcase excerptsalong with other developments in the law, that have been updated
throughout the bookassignmentsandexercisesthat have been revised to reflect the author’s experience teaching from the
book

Understanding Torts
Here is broad coverage of all the key topics in tort law that paralegals need to know, written in an engaging style with
plenty of examples and illustrations. With an understanding of how law firms function in the real world, students develop
practical skills¿assessing cases for settlement value, investigating claims, billing hours, evaluating insurance policies, and
more. One hypothetical case runs through Tort Law for Paralegals, providing a coherent framework for illustrating a
multitude of topics. Forms and court documents relevant to this case are included in the appendix. A well-developed
pedagogy features chapter objectives; “Issue at a Glance” boxes that summarize important legal concepts; marginal
definitions; a wealth of figures, tables, and diagrams; Key Terms, Review Questions, and “Applying What You Have Learned”
exercises; case excerpts; and features that prepare students for their jobs such as “Skills You Need in the Real World,” “Life
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of a Paralegal,” and a list of Web sites for gathering more information. Ethical issues are highlighted, with a separate
section on ethics at the end of each chapter.

Civil Law and Litigation for Paralegals
Now newly updated and expanded, the Second Edition of this popular book provides a concise, realistic, hands-on guide to
the fascinating and rewarding practice of criminal law. CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE FOR THE PARALEGAL offers a highly
practical introduction to the field, exploring essential legal principles and their applications through a series of real-world
cases, including prosecution, defense, and appellate processes. Drawing on his extensive experience as a criminal defense
attorney, an assistant district attorney, and a college instructor, the author brings the world of prosecutors, defense
attorneys, and paralegals to life with a uniquely engaging, reader-friendly style ideal for today's learners. The book also
addresses relevant Supreme Court decisions and their ramifications and offers insights from actual paralegals and
examples from real cases. This trusted text is an ideal resource to prepare you for success in the dynamic, high-demand
field of criminal law. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.

Employment Law for Paralegals
This work is now well established as the leading text on tort law in the region, and this third edition incorporates the most
recent developments in law and legal thinking.

The Right to Privacy
The perfect accompaniment to any torts casebook, The Forms and Functions of Tort Law covers all the major cases and
issues in the standard torts course, sharing Professor Abraham's scholarly insights developed over 25 years of teaching.
This analytical text addresses the cases and analyzes their implications, presenting the law of torts within a curricular
context and covering the materials that law students are likely to encounter in a variety of courses. The straightforward,
readable text in this paperback addresses both rules and policy and presents topics in a way that helps students grapple
with the issues more effectively. Organized in the traditional manner, topics covered include intentional torts, negligence,
cause-in-fact, proximate cause, defenses, strict liability, nuisance, products liability, damages, tort reform, invasion of
privacy, defamation, misrepresentation, and the economic interference torts. Each chapter stands on its own, making the
book ideal for use as a classroom text as well as for self-directed reading by students.
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The Law of Torts
Elder Law for Paralegals
Since first appearing in 2002, Bryan Garner's The Redbook: A Manual on Legal Style has established itself as the go-to
source for all questions of legal style (apart from citation form). The book isn't just one talented man's effort: Garner has
two experienced coauthors plus a hands-on team of 54 editorial advisers, most of whom have long and valuable experience
teaching LRW. The book is a one-of-a-kind resource--the legal writer's equivalent of The AP Stylebook or The Chicago
Manual of Style. The brand-new fourth edition has lots of new material, including an especially helpful new chapter on
handling quotations. The two exhaustive indexes (word and subject), plus the detailed table of contents, make it easy to
find authoritative guidance within seconds, whatever the question might be. The author, Bryan Garner, is now the most
frequently cited author in opinions of the U.S. Supreme Court. It's true: last term, four of his books were cited a total of 14
times (in the somewhat fewer than 90 cases decided). This term the count is on a similar pace. In American appellate
decisions generally, Garner is at the top end of sources relied on. You can rely on him, too, in the most comprehensive, nittygritty resource available for legal writers: The Redbook. Don't leave home without it.

Family Law for Paralegals, Fourth Edition
Samborn and Yelin offer a modern, readable approach to effective legal writing with the fifth edition of Basic Legal Writing
for Paralegals. The authors provide comprehensive coverage in an accessible format tailored to the needs of paralegal
students. The practical approach emphasizes the role of the paralegal and how different types of legal writing are used in
practice. The text begins with an overview of the legal system that provides clear context for the different types of writing
covered in the text. Then, the authors give step-by-step instruction on the writing process, leading students through each
stage of legal writing, from prewriting strategies to revising. The comprehensive coverage includes the IRAC method, how
to synthesize cases and authorities, legal memoranda, persuasive writing, in-house and objective client documents, and
letters, and the citation coverage has been updated to the 20th edition of the Bluebook and the 5th edition of the ALWD
Guide to Legal Citation.

Administrative Law
Fundamentals of Law Office Management
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Tort Law
The Fifth Edition of Legal Research Explained offers accessible, complete, and timely coverage specifically created for Legal
Research courses. Deborah E. Bouchoux’s popular building-block approach ensures that all students can master these
essential skills. The text is divided into five sections: 1) conducting legal research using primary authorities; 2) conducting
legal research using secondary authorities and other research aids; 3) electronic and computer resources; 4) legal citation
form and validating authorities; and 5) “putting it all together,” providing a final overview of the legal research process.
Research assignments in each chapter, completely updated for this edition, give students practice with both conventional
print resources and online sources. Charts, diagrams, and sample pages from research resources help students understand
complex topics. In addition, Practice Tips in each chapter offer realistic and helpful suggestions for workplace success, and
Ethics Alerts are included throughout the book. New to the Fifth Edition: New “Sidebar” feature provides quick tips showing
how the material in that chapter applies to computer-assisted legal research systems, such as Lexis, Westlaw, and
Bloomberg Law. Discussion of GovInfo, which provides free public access to official and authenticated publications from all
three branches of the federal government. Coverage of new tools used for cite-checking, including EVA and Bestlaw.
Discussion of Westlaw Edge, Westlaw’s new research platform. Extensive new coverage of artificial intelligence features
that boost legal research. References to helpful YouTube videos for tips on Shepardizing, KeyCiting, and researching. New
section on sources that provide free public access to the law, including Harvard’s Caselaw Access Project, CourtListener,
and RECAP Project. New section on preparing informal or email memoranda, with a new assignment. All new Research
Questions and Internet Legal Research Assignments included. Professors and students will benefit from: Pedagogy designed
to enhance the accessibility of the material, including helpful charts and diagrams, annotated sample pages and screen
shots that illustrate legal research authorities, updated Practice Tips offering realistic and helpful suggestions for workplace
success, and Ethics Alerts in every chapter. Well-designed assignments help students learn how to use a wide range of
research sources. Chapters that demonstrate citation form for the resources discussed. Conscientious revision that ensures
that the book has the most up-to-date material, presented in a readable and accessible format.

The Redbook
Torts and Personal Injury, fourth edition, is a comprehensive overview of torts, including defenses, from general tort law to
negligence and special tort actions in 13 chapters. This completely updated edition is student friendly with easy-to-use
pedagogy like a running glossary of key legal terms, entertaining hypothetical scenarios, outlines, chapter summaries, and
review questions. The feature The Biggest Mistakes Paralegals Make and How to Avoid Them makes this best seller also a
page-turner. Over 75 cases from patient dumping to spam email fraud to obesity caused by trans fat applies the law with
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real-world examples to aid in retention of material. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

The Legal Research and Writing Handbook
Civil Law and Litigation for Paralegals is a comprehensive text designed specifically for paralegal civil litigation courses.
Author Neal Bevans not only teaches the basics of civil litigation, but also gives students the opportunity to learn skills they
will use in practice. In a balanced approach, Bevans covers all the key topics paralegals need to know in an easy-to-read
and engaging style that utilizes numerous examples and illustrations but never overwhelms the student. The text provides
students with an in-depth analysis of a wide variety of civil cases, beginning with laying out the basic foundation of the
American legal system. It proceeds through the investigation and implementation of a civil case, and follows the case
through to appeal. The text balances the theoretical underpinnings of the law with the practical examples and hands-on
experience that all students need to completely understand the topic. The helpful pedagogy throughout the book and a
comprehensive teaching package make class preparation as easy as possible. Features: Clear introduction to the
fundamentals of civil litigation for paralegal students. Provides students with an in-depth analysis of a wide variety of civil
cases, laying out the basic foundation of the American legal system, proceeding through the investigation and
implementation of a civil case, and following the case through to appeal. Designed to help prepare students for the
practical world of divorces, car wreck cases, and medical malpractice claims that they will see every day in civil practice.
Each chapter presents students with examples of the important role that paralegals play in every stage of civil litigation,
from client intake to bringing an appeal. Understandable writing style with strong pedagogy, resulting in a teachable and
accessible text. Each chapter includes Practice Pointers, Search Suggestions, Tech Topics, and Legal Legwork boxes, along
with case excerpts, forms, and ethics. Helpful pedagogy includes Chapter Objectives that focus learning and review,
Boldfaced key terms and marginal definitions for convenient reference, Review questions at the end of each chapter, and
references to web sites that facilitate legal research

Tort Law for Paralegals, Third Edition
Tort Law for Paralegals
Here is broad coverage of all the key topics in tort law that paralegals need to know, written in an engaging style with
plenty of examples and illustrations. With an understanding of how law firms function in the real world, students develop
practical skills¿assessing cases for settlement value, investigating claims, billing hours, evaluating insurance policies, and
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more. One hypothetical case runs through Tort Law for Paralegals, providing a coherent framework for illustrating a
multitude of topics. Forms and court documents relevant to this case are included in the appendix. A well-developed
pedagogy features chapter objectives; “Issue at a Glance” boxes that summarize important legal concepts; marginal
definitions; a wealth of figures, tables, and diagrams; Key Terms, Review Questions, and “Applying What You Have Learned”
exercises; case excerpts; and features that prepare students for their jobs such as “Skills You Need in the Real World,” “Life
of a Paralegal,” and a list of Web sites for gathering more information. Ethical issues are highlighted, with a separate
section on ethics at the end of each chapter.

The Forms and Functions of Tort Law
The Model Rules of Professional Conduct provides an up-to-date resource for information on legal ethics. Federal, state and
local courts in all jurisdictions look to the Rules for guidance in solving lawyer malpractice cases, disciplinary actions,
disqualification issues, sanctions questions and much more. In this volume, black-letter Rules of Professional Conduct are
followed by numbered Comments that explain each Rule's purpose and provide suggestions for its practical application. The
Rules will help you identify proper conduct in a variety of given situations, review those instances where discretionary
action is possible, and define the nature of the relationship between you and your clients, colleagues and the courts.

The Law of Lawyering
The completely revised and updated fourth edition of the most trusted paralegal desk references on the market. Now fully
revised and expanded: the bestselling desk reference for paralegals at any level. Each chapter has been completely
updated to include the latest step-by-step instructions for every aspect of a paralegal's job, with new procedures, checklists,
and resources throughout. Topics covered include: ? Paralegal ethics ? Training programs ? Court systems and court
procedures ? Federal court practice and procedures ? Pretrial practice and procedure ? Legal research tools ? Electronic trial
preparation procedures In addition to the general resources that will be of value to every paralegal, this guide also includes
detailed information on practice and procedures for working in specialty law firms.

Introduction to Paralegal Studies
The new edition of the number one study aid in Torts gives students even more assistance while continuing to uphold the
standard of quality applauded by instructors nationwide. THE LAW OF TORTS: Examples & Explanations, Second Edition,
provides the same kind of clear and engaging introductions to essential principles that made its predecessor such a
lifesaver for first-year students. This paperback study guide demystifies the field through: the recognized teaching skills of
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its author - Joseph Glannon's best-selling CIVIL PROCEDURE: Examples & Explanations established the style of this series
and secured his reputation among students as the author who makes complicated subjects understandable. a uniquely
entertaining, conversational style coverage that parallels the standard casebook: intentional torts, negligence, causation,
duty, damages, liability of multiple defendants, And The effect of the plaintiff's conduct extraordinarily well-crafted
examples that apply legal concepts to particular fact situations a 'one-step-at-a-time' approach that begins with the basics
and gradually builds students' analytical skills, knowledge, and confidence Significant changes For The Second Edition
include: a brand-new, three-chapter section on Taking a Torts Essay Exam that addresses potential pitfalls and includes
guidance, tips, sample exam questions and answers an expanded discussion of causation for greater clarity and
accessibility new citations reflecting the most current law new examples and explanations throughout the text Help
students enhance their understanding of Torts with THE LAW OF TORTS: Examples & Explanations, Second Edition.
Recommend it to your students today! Also by Glannon: Civil Procedure: Examples & Explanations and don't forget
Glannon's popular audio program: Fireside Civil Procedure: An Audio Companion

Personal Injury and the Law of Torts for Paralegals
Fundamentals of Law Office Management: Systems Procedures and Ethics, fourth edition, was created to present knowledge
of the industry, an understanding of how a law office functions, and to provide essential skills. The text is divided into three
sections in order to best accomplish these goals. The first section, consisting of five chapters, provides an overview of the
legal industry. These chapters explain the parameters and policies of the business of law and provide a strong foundation
upon which to build a legal career. The information contained in these chapters is essential to understand why law firms,
and other types of legal offices, conduct business differently from other industries. The second section, consisting of five
chapters, introduces students to the functions and procedures common to a law office environment. The third section,
consisting of four chapters, provides students with essential skills that will be utilized throughout their legal career. The text
is enhanced with the inclusion of features such as key words, ethics alerts, side bars, and tech tips. New to this fourth
edition is material on federal employment laws and law office marketing, along with revised tables and charts and updated
web resources. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Tort Law for Paralegals
Tort Law, fourth edition balances fundamental academic principles of tort law and practical coverage of real-world skills
necessary in an engaging, easy to read book. Placing an emphasis on skill building, the paralegal student is provided
numerous opportunities to apply the concepts learned in the Putting It Into Practice, Tort Teasers, and Practice Pointers
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sections throughout the book. The Internet is featured as a key student resource in Tort Law, fourth edition and now
includes relevant legal Web sites, in the Net News and Local Links sections. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Commonwealth Caribbean Tort Law
The Litigation Paralegal: A Systems Approach
With the publication of this exceptional paperback text, teaching and studying California litigation will become more
efficient and effective.The text conveys essential information on the skills processes litigation:illuminates the entire
litigation process from the time the client walks into the office through trial and post-judgment, including settlements and
alternative dispute resolutionbalance approach avoids overwhelming students by limiting the rules and procedures covered,
without oversimplyfying the subjectclass-tested learning aids appear throughout: bold-faced terms defined in the glossary,
examples, charts, checklists, sample documents, chapter overviews and summaries, and review questionsemphasizes
computerized litigationand computer aids to assist in fact gathering, discovery organization, and trialthe workbook presents
five case scenarios based on California Law and gives students experience with forms they will use in practiceanswers
questions in both the text and the Workbook, and also provides sample test questions for each chapter - complete with
answers and explanationsSpecifically tailored to California practice:organized around the California ruleseach chapter
references the specific California statutewhere more information can be foundCalifornia formsare included throughout the
text

Fundamentals of California Litigation for Paralegals
This work is now well established as the leading text on tort law in the region, and this fourth edition incorporates the most
recent developments in the law including new cases concerning defamation, privacy and vicarious liability. The chapters on
employer's liability and damages have been extensively revised to take account of changes to the law, while throughout the
book extracts of key cases have been more thoroughly integrated into the text in order to help students grasp the salient
points.

Canadian Tort Law in a Nutshell
Elder Law for Paralegals prepares students to assume a productive
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Tort Law
TORTS: PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION, 5TH EDITION, will provide your students with a comprehensive guide to the law of
torts. This fifth edition extends the discussion of paralegal roles within tort litigation and examines the ethics of attorney
solicitation. A comprehensive checklist, which includes definitions, defenses, relationships, paralegal roles and research
references, is provided for each tort presented. This checklist will provide your students with an overview of information and
serves as an on-the-job refresher. Over forty pertinent case studies are included, allowing your students to examine
important court opinions. Among the controversial issues discussed in these court opinions are AIDS, the Oklahoma
bombing, computer torts, assistance to the homeless, billion dollar verdicts and settlements, biomedical research and the
alleged tort committed by President Clinton that became part of his historic impeachment and Senate trial. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.

Introduction to Law & Paralegal Studies
Immigration Law for Paralegals
With clear explanations, examples, and visual aids, The Legal Research and Writing Handbook, Eighth Edition by Andrea
Yelin and Hope Viner Samborn offers complete coverage of a complex subject in a student-friendly, accessible text. In this
thoroughly updated new edition, the authors continue to keep pace with legal research, citation, and technology in today’s
law firms. This practical text focuses on efficient research processes and techniques for both traditional and electronic
sources, along with step-by-step instruction through each stage of the legal writing process, from prewriting strategies, to
revising. The text is enhanced with examples and visual aids, expert writing and practice tips, hands-on exercises, ethics
alerts, up-to-date web resources, and easy-to-navigate page design. Excellent exercises are provided to reinforce student
learning. Key Features: Updated and expanded coverage of electronic resources reflecting how paralegals do research
today Detailed discussion of how to use legal authorities in legal communications and how to synthesize them and present
them to attorneys Examples, exhibits, practical tips, updated exercises, and web resources in every chapter Expanded
discussion of e-mail and e-memos In-depth coverage of the IRAC method, as well as how to write legal memoranda and
legal correspondence

Administration of Wills, Trusts, and Estates (Book Only)
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Basic Contract Law for Paralegals is a clear, comprehensive, and straightforward introduction to all of the basics of contract
law, specifically designed for paralegal students. Lively examples and well-crafted pedagogy cover all key topics in a
contracts course—from offer, acceptance, and consideration, to discharge of obligations, and remedies. An appendix of
twelve sample contracts provides a useful ongoing reference tool for paralegals working with contracts. Features:
Comprehensive coverage of all the key topics. A culminating chapter walks students through the process of drafting a
simple contract. Clearly written text and lively examples help students understand the law. Well-crafted pedagogy includes
chapter overviews, highlighted examples, key terms, review questions, sample clauses for analysis, edited cases, chapter
summaries, and end-of-chapter exercises Manageable length makes this book ideal for shorter courses. New cases provide
up-to-date coverage of: Express and implied contracts and promissory estoppel Bilateral and unilateral contracts The mirror
image rule and acceptance Consideration Implied-in-fact conditions and conditions precedent Third party beneficiaries
Anticipatory repudiation and how to measure damages.

Paralegal Practice & Procedure Fourth Edition
The Litigation Paralegal: A Systems Approach, fifth edition provides students and faculty with a learning resource written
specifically for them. It is a resource combining the theories and principles of law with practical paralegal skills, paralegal
ethics, numerous forms, checklists, practice tips, online resources, and a focus on the goals and needs of the paralegal
profession, all in the context of the law office. This text also provides instructors with the flexibility to utilize the step-bystep law office litigation system, which stresses student organizational skills and quality control techniques, or any other
approach of the instructor's choosing. This new edition addresses electronic discovery and filing and the associated ethical
and practical responsibilities of the lawyer and the paralegal. New revisions to the Federal Rules of Evidence and Civil and
Appellate Procedure are examined, as are the practice requirements of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act. New/revised forms have been added to reflect current practice. Web sites, assignments, key terms, and study
questions have been updated throughout the text as well. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Torts: Personal Injury Litigation
Commonwealth Caribbean Tort Law
An Introduction to Paralegal Studies is a concise, easy-to-read book that provides basic coverage of the topics most
important for a beginning paralegal student. It is aimed primarily at mid-level courses, but is an excellent choice for an
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introductory course in any paralegal program. This text is unique from other introductory texts in two important ways. The
first is that paralegal skills are taught in the context of a single fictional case, Smith v. Lemon Motors. Students learn the
skills necessary to prepare the Smith case for trial in a step-by-step, easy to follow format. The second is in the substantive
law and the legal ethics chapters where general rules and principles of law are illustrated with actual cases. These cases
also provide an opportunity to develop the important skill of reading case law.ALSO AVAILABLEINSTRUCTOR SUPPLEMENTS
CALL CUSTOMER SUPPORT TO ORDERInstructorâ€™s Manual, ISBN: 0-8273-8340-1

Criminal Law and Procedure for the Paralegal
Newly revised in its Fourth Edition, the popular text; Family Law for Paralegals offers a complete coverage of the basics of
family law, combined with historical context and insight in topics of current interest. Engaging students with real-life
examples and practical exercises centered on hot issues will induce excitement in the classroom and subsequently evoke a
passionate response to the material covered in lecture. Instructors choose Family Law for Paralegals because: * this
thoughtful and carefully written textbook offers paralegal students the nuts-and-bolts of the law, while also providing a
relevant historical framework and exposure to some of the most dynamic issues in family law today * short historical
overviews in each chapter give students a meaningful understanding of family law * comprehensive in coverage, the book
covers basic coverage of the issues of marriage and divorce, as well as cutting-edge issues such as non-marital families,
child abuse and neglect, and same-sex marriage * helpful real-life examples enhance the textual discussions while sample
forms show students what they will encounter in practice * clear pedagogy--including summaries, key terms, and review
and discussion questions--helps students better understand the material and develop their critical thinking and writing skills
* a range of assignments in each chapter provides students with the opportunity to practice different skills including
research, analysis, memo writing, and argumentation * the Instructor's Manual includes teaching tips and a Test Bank
Exciting changes to this Fourth Edition include: * new cases that keep the book fresh in its Fourth Edition * Internet
references in each chapter * updated topical coverage, with important new developments, particularly in the areas of
gay/lesbian rights and nontraditional families Family Law for Paralegals, Fourth Edition uses clearly-written text and wellcrafted pedagogy to make the material easily accessible to students, while a comprehensive educational package supports
the instructor's efforts give their students a thorough understanding of family law as it applies today. An author website to
support classroom instruction using this title is available at http://www.aspenlawschool.com/ehrlich_familylaw4
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